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Listt of Symbols 

Ö Ö 

## number of cache lines 49 

OO concurrent execution 78 

©© sequential execution 78 

binomiall  coefficient 88 

\x\ \x\ 
Stirlingg number of second kind 89 

\R\\R\ length of data region R [number of data items] 74 

RR width of data region R (size data items) [in bytes] 74 

\\R\\\\R\\ size of data region R [in bytes] 74 

Myy = lx/y] 74 

AA cache associativity 49 

PP cache access bandwidth [in bytes/ns] 49 

bb cache miss bandwidth [in bytes/ns] 49 

BB total number of radix-bits 110 

BBpp number of radix-bits per pass 110 

CC number of distinct cache lines touched by rjacc(r, R, u) 89 

CC cache capacity [in bytes] 49 

DD set of data regions 74 

EE number of all different outcomes of picking r times one of the \R\ data items 
allowingg multiple accesses to each data item 88 

EjEj number of outcomes containing exactly 1 < j < min{r, \R\) distinct data items 
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FF footprint of access pattern 94 

HH total number of clusters or partitions 109 

HHpp number of clusters per pass 110 

II  number of distinct data items touched by r_acc(r, R, u) 88 

,, indicate cache level 49 

L ii  cache name (level) 49 

AA cache access latency [in ns] 49 

// cache miss latency [in ns] 49 

MM number of cache misses 51 

IVii  = <MS, M r >, number of cache misses caused by both sequential and random 

accesss 79 

nestt interleaved multi-cursor access 77 

NN number of cache levels 49 

OO overlap function 52 

oo degree of overlap 52 

VV an access pattern 78 

Pbb set of basic access patterns 78 

Pcc set of compound access patterns 78 

PP = Pb U Pc, set of all access patterns 78 

PP number of radix-cluster passes 110 

r_accc random access 77 

rr.travv repetitive random traversal 77 

rs_travv repetitive sequential traversal 76 

r_travv single random traversal 77 

rr indicate random access 49 

/?? a data region 74 

SS cache state 93 

S-travv single sequential traversal 76 
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55 indicate sequential access 49 

ss access stride 51 

TT execution time [in ns] 51 

U,U, V, W data regions 79 

XX additional cache misses with interleaved multi-cursor access 92 

ZZ cache block size [in bytes] 49 
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